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“Mr. Wind Lightning, why are you so polite, it’s too condescending for a genius like you to work as a
janitor here.”
“Miss Fa Lan, I came to your Fa Dynasty, I just want to be a janitor in peace and quiet, and you
shouldn’t try to make me take a higher position.”
“Why?Someone as talented as you are could have gone on to something more meaningful.”
“I think keeping an eye on the gate and protecting everyone, this makes sense.”
“Wind Lightning, you can be my teacher.”Falan asked eagerly.
“Sorry, I’m not interested.”
“Why?”
“Not interested, I have so many personal things I want to do of my own that I really don’t have the
energy to spare, though if you’d like some guidance once in a while, I can.”
“Well, I’ll see you some other time then.”
“Suit yourself, just don’t door.”
Fa Lan sighed, this janitor’s breeze was really strange, if someone else was so great at it, where would
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Lan Fa returned to her home.
His grandfather, Fa Ji, was busy asking, “Lan Lan, is that Wind Lightning willing to be your teacher?”
“Won’t.”
“Why?”
“He said he just wanted to be a janitor, what a strange man, but of course, he said if I didn’t
understand something, I could ask him.”
“What sense could that make.”
“There’s nothing I can do if people don’t want to,”
Fa Ji said, “Barbra, don’t you see the potential in him?”
“Erm, I can certainly see that he is so good at subtraction, he must be a remarkable strong man in the
future.”

“More than that, today’s sword was so fast that even I didn’t fully see how it was performed, this wind
and light clouds, the future is definitely remarkable, I think it’s not even a question of surpassing me.”
Fa Lan was shocked, “Grandpa, no way, surpassing you?”
“Yes.”
“Wow, so powerful.”
“It’s just a pity that the looks are a bit too ugly, it would be nice if he could be like a normal person.”
“Grandpa, what do you mean?”
“I mean, if he could be your husband, that would be great, and our lineage would have a future to look
forward to.Unfortunately, it’s too ugly to get off.”
“Grandpa, what makes you think that.”
“Lan’er, what do you think, what does Wind Lightning look like?”Fa Ji asked, seemingly depressed, why
not let Wind Lightning look a little better, not for handsome, ordinary appearance would be fine.
Fa Lan said, “In all fairness, it’s true that he’s ugly, but his sword skills are also really profound.”
“Then if you married a him, would you be willing?”
“Grandpa, I can’t judge you by your looks, but, alas, it’s always a pity.”
“Me too, everything’s fine, but it’s just too ugly.”
Unfortunately, they, grandparents and grandson, had no idea, to death, how handsome omi’s real face
had to be.
If omi hadn’t made himself so ugly, but instead revealed his current face, I’m afraid that this Fa Lan,
would have already become obsessed with omi.
This was good, it saved omi a lot of trouble with women.
Regarding the janitorial team of the Fa Dynasty, the fact that there was a genius named Wind
Lightning quickly spread in the Fa Dynasty.
Many people of the same level came to see if Wind Lightning was really that
It was so powerful.
As a result, all the peers who came to challenge omi were beaten by omi and didn’t even know how
they lost.
One day three years later.
Fa Lan came to look for omi.
“Wind Light Cloud.”

“Miss Falan, you’re here, what do you want me to guide you on today?”
“Windy, I have a place, do you want to come with me.”
“What place?”
“There is a ruin at the end of the sky, I heard that an Ancient Beginning Vicious Beast has appeared,
now many great powers have sent people there, do you want to go?”Fa Lan invited.
omi was a bit confused, the Beginning Ancient Relic, that was the relic of the beginning of the world,
ah, that Beginning Ancient Vicious Beast, was also a vicious beast that appeared at the beginning of
the world, this kind of vicious beast was very precious, I’m afraid the Fetal Pill wasn’t even this
precious, it was reasonable to say that it wasn’t omi’s turn to catch it yet.
“Miss Falan, are you sure I’m qualified to go?”After all, omi was only a janitor.
“Of course, you don’t know, that Beginning Ancient Ruins, not everyone can enter, only those whose
strength is below the Golden Immortal can pass through the gate of the ruins.Those above the Golden
Immortal are too powerful and will be blocked by the gate of the relic, which is so tough that my
grandfather couldn’t break it, and I’ve even heard that the Immortal Emperor couldn’t break it.”
“Oh.”
“Now, the Immortal Court has sent the best Tai Xian level Sky Wolf Warriors to go, and the rest of the
major powers, too.Our Fa Dynasty, we are also now mobilizing the best and strongest.”
omi said, “Sorry, I’m not interested.”
“Ah, it’s not even interesting.”
“There’s really no interest.”
“Alright then.”
Fa Lan regretfully left.
However, omi immediately perked up.
omi muttered to himself, “Right, I’m not interested in going with you guys, but I’m interested in going
alone by myself.”
If he went with Fa Lan, then omi would represent the Fa Dynasty, and anything he gained would
belong to the Fa Dynasty, omi wouldn’t do it, he would go on his own and get anything.
omi’s realm happened to be too immortal, but omi’s strength was immortal, so after entering the
Beginning Ancient Ruins, everyone in the rest of the forces were still not at the mercy of omi’s abuse.
However, how to get there, that was a problem.
The fact that this Beginning Ancient Relic was so difficult to enter meant that there must be only one
import and export, and omi alone, as a single power, didn’t know if he could blend in.
No matter what, Tang Zi would have to fight it out, that Beginning Ancient level ferocious beast must
be caught, such a tonic, eating it would definitely ascend to heaven.

“Lan’er, how is it?Is Windy going?”Falan’s grandfather asked.
“Don’t go, he has no interest.”
Fa Ji scolded, “Forget it, this kind of person is fortunate that he has such a strong talent, but
unfortunately he is too conceited, the Beginning Ancient Relic even said that he has no interest, what
a frog in a well, it’s a pity that I wanted to promote him to see, so that you can go and invite him to
enter with you.But he’s good, short-sighted and not at all promising.”
“Grandpa, why don’t I go and invite him again, I also forgot to tell him just now that the Beginning
Ancient Relic might be able to find the divine weapon.”
“Don’t go and invite him, there’s only one chance, he’s already missed his chance.”
“Alas, if we have him along, with his strength, I’m sure we’ll have a great success.”
“Come on, although his talent is powerful, it’s just our Fa Dynasty, if we put it somewhere else, like the
Immortal Court Skywolf Battle Team, it might be ordinary.”Fa Ji sneered at him.

